Asoka's Fourteenth Rock Edict and the Guna madhurya
of the Kävya Poetical Tradition 1
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There is a striking similarity between a passage from Asoka's Rock Edict
XIV and the definition of the Guna madhurya in the Nätyasästra. The
agreement is so close that the question arises if we are not dealing with the
very same concept here. If so, this would have important consequences for
the reconstruction
of the early history of the Kävya poetical tradition as
well as for our interpretation of the Asoka inscriptions.
Asoka's Rock Edicts consist of a series of fourteen edicts. The final one is
not a proper edict in the sense that it provides instruction as the preceding
thirteen do. Instead, it offers some considerations concerning the nature of
the edicts themselves. Thus, it explains why there are complete as well as
abbreviated versions of the edicts and why certain topics are treated over
and over again. Furthermore it apologizes for possible writing mistakes. U.
Schneider's
reconstructed text of RE XIV reads as follows 2 :
iyam dhammalipi dev dnampiy ena piy adasind läjinä likhäpitä: athiyeva
samkhitena, athi majhimena, athi vithatend.
B no hi savatd save ghatite.
C mahdlake hi vijite hahu ca likhite likhdpayisdmi ceva (p 2 adds nikfdjyam).
D athi cu beta puna puna lapite (p 1 reads vute) tasa tasa athasa mddhuliydye
ena (p 1 reads kimti [ca] instead of ena): jane tathdpatipajeyd.
E se siyd ata kichi asamati likhite desam vd samkhdya kdlanam vd alocayitu
lipikaldpalddhena vd ti.

A

1 An earlier version of this article was delivered as a paper at the Second International
Conference on Indian Studies, held from 19 to 23 September 2001 at the Jagiellonian Uni¬
versity at Kraków, Poland. Apart from comments and suggestions made by the partici¬
pants of the conference, I am especially grateful to the discussions with Henk Bodewitz
and Jan Heesterman.
2 U.Schneider
1978, p. 118.
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I am particularly interested in sentence D here. As I see it, the available
translations fail to account for the dative mädhuliyäye. Thus, E. Hultzsch's
translation of the Girnär version runs as follows 3 :
And some of this has been stated again and again because of the charm of cer¬
tain topics, (and) in order that men should act accordingly.
U. Schneider

translates

4

:

Es ist aber schon in dieser Hinsicht immer wieder gesagt worden, wegen der
Unwiderstehlichkeit [wörtlich: "Süßigkeit"] der verschiedenen Themen (und)
damit die Leute sich entsprechend verhalten.
mädhuliyäye is a dative and should be translated as such. In fact, as I see
it, it is a dativus finolis which provides the purpose for which the action
mentioned in the first part, athi cu heta puna puna lapite (vute), was car¬
ried out. Before venturing to provide a translation I would like to consider
the context. In A-C the emperor mentions the fact that there are different
versions of his edicts. Sometimes passages may have been skipped, for, as
he says himself: "not everything fits everywhere, for my realm is vast and
I have written much and I will continue to (commission to) write much".
In sentence D he refers to exactly the opposite phenomenon, namely not
to the deletion of certain topics or passages but to their repetition. Finally,
in C it is observed that the text might deviate from the one authorized by
him (sammati, cp. sammata). One of the causes mentioned for such possi¬
ble deviations are writing mistakes made by the scribe (lipikaläpalädhena).
Unfortunately, the meaning of the remaining part of the sentence (desam vä
samkhäya kälanam vä alocayitu) is still far from clear. 5
Returning to sentence D, the first part may be translated as follows:
On the other hand (cu) here (i.e. in these edicts) one or the other topic has been
raised again and again in order that the sweetness of it arises (it becomes some¬
thing sweet to the listener).
For the second part there are two possibilities, depending on whether we
read kimti ca or ena or kimti without ca. In the first case, kimti cajane tathä
patipajeyä supplies a second reason for the repetition beside mädhuliyäye:
"and that the people will behave accordingly". With the reading ena or kimti
3 E.HuLTZscHl925,p.
26.
4 U.Schneider
1978, p. 119.
5 For a recent attempt at interpreting this passage, see H. Falk 1993, pp. 84-85. H.
Falk's interpretation
is, however, to a large extent based on the reconstructed
reading
samkhaye (for samkhäya), which reconstruction
is supported only indirectly through
samkheye of Kâlsï. In all the other versions the final vowel is a.
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without ca the sentence becomes dependent on mädhuliyäye: "so that [due
to this sweetness] the people will behave accordingly". The translation of
sentence D in its entirety would run as follows:
On the other hand here (in these edicts) one or the other topic has been raised
again and again in order that the sweetness of it arises (it becomes something sweet
to the listener) so that (or: and in order that) the people will behave accordingly.
It is not difficult to understand what Asoka means when he says that if a
matter is mentioned over and over again people will act accordingly. Due to
the repetition they will become aware of the importance of the matter to the
emperor and act in that way if only in order not to insult him. However, it
is more difficult to follow Asoka where he claims that if a topic is repeated
often enough people may actually start to like it. For that to happen more
would seem to be required. However, the connection between repetition and
sweetness (mddhurya) is found elsewhere as well, namely in the definition of
the Guna mddhurya in the Ndtyasdstra.
The so-called Gunas, or "merits", are part of the standard repertory
of treatises on poetics and drama. Their earliest treatment is found in the
Ndtyasdstra (XVI 96-112). The Guna mddhurya is found in Ndtyasdstra
XVI 104:
bahuso yac chrutam väkyam uktam väpipunah punah
nodvejayati y asmäd dhi tan mädhuryam iti smrtam /104/
When a sentence has been heard many times or has been said again and again
and (nevertheless) this does not cause annoyance, we speak of (the Guna of)
mddhurya.
The agreement between the inscription and the Ndtyasdstra is striking. The
main difference lies in the fact that where the Ndtyasdstra speaks of sweet¬
ness arising when repetition for once does not cause annoyance, what seems
to be an exception has in the inscription been turned into a compelling re¬
lationship, namely that repetition produces sweetness in all circumstances.
However, before going into this difference I intend to have a closer look at the
Gunas in Kävya poetics in order to find out if the "repetition" which Bharata
has in mind is indeed of the same type as the one meant in the inscription.

The Gunas

of Kävya poetics

There are ten Gunas, i.e. (in the order in which they are found in the
Ndtyasdstra) slesa,prasdda, samatd, samddhi, mddhurya, ojas, saukumdrya,
arthavyakti, uddratva/uddtta,
kdnti. As said, they belong to the standard
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repertory of texts on poetics and drama. The earliest treatment of the Gunas
is found in the Nätyasästra and they are dealt with in practically all the sub¬
sequent Alankärasästras,
such as Dandin's Kävyädarsa. The history of the
Gunas in the poetical tradition is complicated but at the same time charac¬
teristic of that tradition: what we have is a fixed set of ten terms, with each
author apparently inventing the meaning of the terms all over again. A case
in point is the Guna prasäda, which according to the Nätyasästra involves a
kind of ellipsis, while according to the Kävyädarsa it is an aspect of allitera¬
tion. In this connection it should be noted that in the Kävyädarsa all the ten
Gunas are interpreted as types of alliteration.
However, the Nätyasästra and Kävyädarsa agree on one point. In both
treatises the Gunas are said "to have opposites" (viparyaya), or else "to be
opposites". Thus, in Nätyasästra XVI the Gunas are enumerated in 96-112,
that is, immediately after the Dosas in 89-94, and are presented as the op¬
posites of these Dosas:
ete dosä hi kdvyasya mayd samyak praktrtitdh

gund viparyayäd esäm mädhuryaudäryalaksanäh

/95/

With these the Dosas of Kävya have been properly explained by me. The Gunas
such as mädhurya and audärya arise as the opposites of these (Dosas).
It should immediately be noted, however, that, contrary to the impression
created, there does not exist a one to one relationship between the Gunas,
mentioned in 96-112, and the Dosas in 89-94. Instead, we seem to be deal¬
ing with what must originally have been two independent lists.
In Dandin's Kävyädarsa the Gunas are treated in chapter I (41 ff.) and
the Dosas only in chapter III (125fT.). 6 At the same time Dandin echoes the
idea expressed in the above passage from the Nätyasästra that the Gunas
have "opposites". Note in this connection the phrase esäm viparyayah
in Kävyädarsa
I 42, which is a verbal echo of viparyayäd esäm in the
Nätyasästra:
iti vaidarbhamärgasya pränä dasa gunäh smrtäh

esäm viparyayah präyo laksyate gaudavartmani
These ten Gunas are known as the life-breaths of the Vidarbha style. Their op¬
posites are in most cases met with in the Gauda style.
However, with Dandin the Gunas of chapter I are not opposed to the list of
Dosas, enumerated in chapter III. In fact, in I 42 Dandin is concerned with

D.

6 Quotations from the first book of the Kävyädarsa are from the new 2002-edition by
the third book from the edition by O. Böhtlingk from 1890.

Dimitrov, those from
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something entirely different, namely the distinction between various styles,
ranging from the ideal Vidarbha style, which is characterized by the presence
of the Gunas, to the inferior Gauda style, which is marked by their absence.
In order to throw further light on this problem I would like to have a
closer look at the Gunas themselves. For at least six of the ten Gunas it will
appear that we are dealing with what might be regarded as various kinds
of flaws, which normally would annoy the reader (that is to say, they are
dosas) but under certain circumstances become merits (guna). The follow¬
ing investigation of the Gunas is primarily based on the definitions given
in the Ndtyasdstra, which are most likely the original ones. Those of the
Kdvyddarsa and other later texts seem to be the result of attempts to give
meanings again to a given set of terms after the original meanings had some¬
how been lost sight of.
A good example of what is meant by the Gunas being opposites of Dosas
is furnished by the definition of the Guna mddhurya in Ndtyasdtra XVI 104,
already quoted above. Above I interpreted the Guna mddhurya as actually
consisting of a "flaw", namely that of useless repetition. 7 This flaw, which
normally would cause annoyance, might under particular circumstances have
a contrary effect or make a different impression, namely that of sweetness. 8
In the case of the Guna mddhurya this interpretation could in part at least
be based on the formulation of the definition (na+udvejayati). In addition,
however, it is supported by at least five other Gunas, in which the same idea
is found. Thus, the Gunaprasdda
involves ellipsis 9 :
apy anukto budhair yatra sabdoWtho vàpratïyate
sukhasabdärthaprayogätprasädah sa tu kïrtyate /99/

When a word or an idea, though not used or explicitly expressed, is understood
as a result of a (well-chosen) word or presentation, we speak oîprasâda.

7 Contrast Kävyädarsa I 51 : madhuram rasavad vdci vastuny api rasah sthitah / yena
mddyanti dhïmanto madhuneva madhuvratdh, "Sweet means 'being full of enjoyment,
of rasa\ This rasa, by which the learned are intoxicated like bees by honey, is found in
the words as well as in the topic." In verse 52 this rasa, which would produce the Guna
of sweetness, is itself said to be produced by a kind of anuprdsa. As has already been
indicated above, the Gunas are all identified by Dandin as forms of alliteration. This ap¬
plies in the first place to the first five Gunas. In the next five, which are aptly headed by
arthavyakti, contents become a factor as well beside the anuprdsa.
8 From the text itself it does not become clear whether this sweetness is a feeling or sen¬
timent experienced by the reader or one which the reader ascribes to the author of the text.
9 Dandin {Kdvyddarsa I 45-6) defines prasdda as the use of conventional words. For
the sake of alliteration poets might take recourse to rare and difficult words, possibly at
the expense of clarity.
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Another Guna which might be mentioned here is ojas. According to the
Ndtyaidstra ojas is marked by the use of many compounds and wonderful,
passionate and solemn words:
samdsavadbhir bahubhir vicitraiica padair yutam
sänurägair udäraiica tad ojah parikïrtyate /105V. 10
What is full of many and wonderful words consisting of (long) compounds,
which are passionate and solemn, that is called ojas.
ojas is exalted speech. In the following verse, 106, it is implicitly condemned
as involving exaggeration or even lying. But as such it may serve a purpose
of its own:
avagïto'pi hïno'pi syäd udättävabhäsakah
yatra sabdärthasampattyä tad ojah par ikïr

tit

am /106/

If through the good use of words and meanings one manages to make even a
despicable and low person appear great, we speak of ojas.

In the case of the Gunas ilesa, samddhi, and samatd we seem to be dealing
with the use of figures of speech. The aspect of the figures of speech stressed
here is their nature as circumscriptions,
the way in which they hide the in¬
tention of the speaker or, in short, the way in which they stand in the way of
easy and immediate understanding. The Guna ilesa is identical to the figure
of speech with the same name 11 :
ïpsitenârthajâtena sambaddhänäm parasparam
His tata yäpadänäm sa ilesa ityabhidhïyate /97/
When words are connected on the basis of meanings which are intended but
when (inadvertantly, through the very combination) a double meaning arises,
this is called ilesa.
The following verse, which was not commented upon by Abhinavagupta
and in the GOS-edition has accordingly been bracketed, describes the dif¬
ficulties presumably involved in trying to grasp a pun:
vicäragahanam yat sydt sphutam caiva svabhävatah
svatah supratibaddham ca ilistam tat parikïrtitam /98/
10 According to Dandin (I 80-3), ojas is marked by the occurrence of a great number of
(long) compounds. As such, it would be the "soul" of the prose style. The compounds in
his examples show, again, all kinds of alliteration (see, e.g., astamastakaparyastasamasta
and plnastanasthitätämrakamravastra
in 82).
11 Dandin (Kävyädaria I 43-4) defines ilesa as a kind of alliteration marked by "loose¬
ness" as a result of the use of mainly vowels, anusvära and sibilants (asprsta-iaithilya),

and other sounds pronounced with little effort (alpaprdndksarottara).
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An expression impenetrable to examination, which becomes clear (only) acci¬
dentally (i. e. not through examination) as well as an expression which happens
to be completely entangled, both these we call "conjoined".
The Guna samädhi "concentration"
is concerned
with the problem of ex¬
tracting the essence of a message which is covered under a blanket of figures
of speech:
upamänädyupadistänäm
arthänäm yatnatas tathä
präptänäm cäpi samksepät samädhir nirnayo yatah /103/
samddhi occurs when one finds out (the meaning) by combining (samksepät)
those parts of the text which have been expressed in an elaborate way (yatnatas)
with figures of speech such as comparisons, with those which are clear. 12
The Guna samatd consists of, among other things, the occurrence
näticürnapadair
durbodhanaisca

of yamaka:

yuktä na ca vyarthäbhidhäyibhih
na krtd samatvdt samatd matd /100/

Where there is no excessive use (ati) of words which can be broken up in dif¬
ferent ways (cürnapada), nor of words which are meaningless or obscure, we
speak of samatd on the ground of the quality of sama. 13

12 The translation of verse 102, which provides the "first" definition of samddhi,
is problematical, if only because the text is uncertain. There seem to be basically
two variants, namely abhiyuktyair visesas tu yo'rthasyehopalaksyate / tena cärthena
sampannah samädhih parikïrtitah and abhiyuktair vise sais tu yo'rtha evopalabhyate /
tena so'rtho'bhisampannah samädhih parikïrtitah. The first variant may be tentatively
translated as follows: "When the specific (implication) (visesas) of an intention (arthasya)
is grasped by people after a great effort (abhiyuktair) and that implication is (on final
analysis) in accordance (sampannah) with what is intended (tena arthena), we speak of
samädhi." I think the variants of the second version, or at least some of them, were the
result of the attempt to fit in the word visesais, which may be secondary, the instrumental
plural having been triggered by preceding abhiyuktair "by persons who apply themselves
to it". The second variant may tentatively be translated as follows: "When the intention
is grasped on the basis of the specific (words) which are used (abhiyuktair visesais), (and)
that intention arises (abhisampannah) because of that, we speak of samädhi." It may have
been this latter version which lies behind Dandin's interpretation of samädhi as referring
to metaphorical language. As examples of samädhi Kävyädarsa I 93ff. provides phrases
like kumudäni nimïlanti, the verb nimïla- normally being used for the closing of the eyes.
His examples abound again in assonance, as in pltvä pävakaviprusah. However, it might
equally well be possible that the second version of verse 102 is itself due to the secondary
influence of Dandin's interpretation.
13 Dandin's definition is again quite different, treating samatd as a kind of anupräsa
{Kävyädarsa I 47-50).
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yamaka is one of the earliest defined alamkdras. 14 In the verse which follows,
i.e. 101, all the items mentioned in 100, the yamaka as well as the vyartha
and durbodhana words or expressions, are together placed in the category
of alamkdras:
anyonyasadrsd yatra tathd hy anyonyabhusandh
alamkdrd gunds caiva samdh syuh samatd matd /101

A

5

Where Alamkäras and Gunas are in balance and match and beautify each other,
we speak of samatd.
Thus, here, too, we have to do with features which are used to embellish the
words spoken, but which at the same time tend to obscure their intention.
Verse 101 seems to imply that these embellishments are Gunas only when
they are not used disproportionately,
hindering immediate understanding.
How the remaining four Gunas (saukumdrya, arthavyakti,
uddratva,
and kdnti) belong to this category of felicitous flaws is not immediately
clear. Their nature needs further investigation. It should be noted, though,
that we need not have to do with a homogenous list at all. Whatever is the
case here, the six Gunas discussed so far - a small majority - do throw a dif¬
ferent light on the idea that the Gunas are opposites (viparyaya) of flaws.
In this connection I would like to draw attention to Dandin's Kdvyddarsa
again. As we have seen above in the discussion of the Guna mddhurya, in
the Guna section of the Kdvyddarsa the individual Gunas are not discussed
in terms of opposites or reversals of the Dosas. As indicated, Dandin in¬
stead distinguishes between two margas, or literary "styles", one (Vidarbha) marked by the presence of the Gunas and the other (Gauda) by their
absence. If, next, we turn to the third chapter of the Kdvyddarsa, where
the ten Dosas are treated, there each definition is regularly followed by an
enumeration of some circumstances in which the flaw in question could
instead be a fitting literary ploy. Thus, the definition in III 135 of the Dosa
of ekdrtha, which is another term for useless repetition, or punarukta, is
followed in 137 by an enumeration of some circumstances, in which this
same flaw could be highly effective instead, for instance in sentences ex¬
pressing compassion:

14 For a definition oí yamaka, and its various subtypes, see E. Gerow 1971, pp. 223-238.
Dandin (Kdvyddarsa I 66) quotes as an example of yamaka the phrase yd bhavatah priyd
"the girl who is dear to you", which may also be parsed as ydbhavatah priyd "the girl dear
to the man who bucks' her".
15 samatd matd is my emendation for samatdmatdh,
otherwise unattested (except in the Asoka inscriptions!).

a type of compound

which is
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anukampadyatisayo yadi kascid vivaksyate
na dosah punarukto'pi pratyuteyam alamkriyd /137/
When [the author wishes to present] a person conveying an excess of emotions
such as compassion, the use of repetition is not a flaw but rather an alamkdra.
The Dosa ekärtha appears to be the counterpart of the Guna mädhurya (as
defined in the Nätyasästra). While on closer inspection of the two lists pos¬
sibly more such pairs may be found, it should be stated once more that the
ten Gunas are not opposites of the ten Dosas in question. For instance, the
latter include technical flaws such as grammatical and metrical mistakes, 16
which may be used to good effect but which as such have no counter¬
parts among the traditional ten Gunas. While thus the Gunas as well as
the Dosas include features of their own, the treatment of the two lists in
the Nätyasästra and Kävyädarsa do show an acute awareness of the fluid
boundaries between flaws and merits and that the distinctions between the
two are far from absolute.
The six Gunas discussed above, including mädhurya, appear to concern
stylistic flaws which under certain circumstances may be turned to good
effect. 17 The context of mädhuliya in the inscription is of exactly the same
nature. As we have seen, in RE XIV the emperor is enumerating certain pe¬
culiarities, including scribal errors, of the edicts. He clearly feels the need to
explain why certain topics are repeated again and again. In doing so he an¬
ticipates that the readers might be puzzled by such passages. Given this close
agreement in the context or the conditions of mädhurya in the Nätyasästra,
on the one hand, and mädhuliya in the inscription, on the other, it is more
than tempting to conclude that we are dealing with the very same concept
here. In fact, without the support from the Nätyasästra Asoka's claim that
repetition creates sweetness is indeed difficult to understand.
However, as already indicated, where the Nätyasästra speaks of an ac¬
cidental effect, in the Asoka inscription repetition is presented as produc¬
ing sweetness under all circumstances. If we are indeed dealing with the
same sweetness as in the Nätyasästra here, the claim made by Asoka that
repetition under all circumstances leads to sweetness is evidently not what
Bharata had envisioned. In the inscription we seem to be dealing with a
rather clumsy interpretation of the Nätyasästra definition. However, if we
16 Note visama, visamdhi, and sabdacyuta in Nätyasästra XVI 93-94 and sabdahïna,
yatibhrasta, bhinnavrtta, and visamdhi in Kävyädarsa III 148-161.
17 There does not seem to be any reason to assume that we are dealing with, for in¬
stance, a well-liked poem or play which continues to delight despite repeated perform¬
ances or hearings.
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are indeed dealing with a case of clumsiness, as I will try to show presently,
this is not the only one found in Rock Edict XIV.
Another point to be noted concerns the occurrence of mddhurya in the
inscription as a technical term. In the Ndtyasdstra we are clearly dealing
with a concept which resulted from a scholarly reflection of literary com¬
positions. Does the occurrence of mddhuliya in the inscriptions mean that
these documents had been subjected to some kind of scholarly investigation
as well? On the basis of the content of RE XIV one might conclude that
they were. Furthermore, the way the texts for the inscriptions appear to be
collected assumes some kind of overview of the entire material on the part
of the compilers.

Rock Edict XIV and the nature

of the Rock and Pillar Edict series

The Asoka inscriptions include two series, to wit, the Rock edicts, which
consist of fourteen edicts engraved on large boulders on mountain sides or
stone slabs, which are found in nine sites mainly on the fringes of India. The
other series consists of six edicts 18 engraved on pillars found in six places in
the interior of North India. It is generally assumed that the edicts were dis¬
seminated individually and one after the other. Recently, I have tried to show
that the Rock and Pillar Edicts have each been disseminated as a series. 19 We
are not dealing with more or less random collections but with carefully ar¬
ranged compilations. This means that, for instance, RE IV, which had been
issued in the emperor's twelfth year, had not been disseminated before the
thirteenth year, which year is mentioned in RE V, if not much later than that.
Apparently, in the Rock Edict series the measures mentioned in the edicts
were not requiring immediate action.
While almost all Pillar Edicts are dated, namely in the 26 th year, of the
fourteen Rock Edicts only IV is formally dated, namely in year twelve. In
some of the other edicts years are mentioned, but as part of the message. For
instance, in the beginning of RE XIII the emperor refers to his conquest of
Kalinga in his eighth year. However, after that he proceeds with the words,
"next, later, now that Kaliñga is completely taken". While the edict must

18 On the pillar in Delhi-Töprä a seventh edict had been added secondarily. Fragments
of this seventh Pillar Edict have also been found at Kandahar.
19 H. Tieken 2003a. In fact, the Rock Edict series has been disseminated in two con¬

secutive rounds, namely, first, to the north, north-west and south, and, later, to the west
and east. This point is not dealt with here.
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have been issued after the eighth year, how long after that this took place
remains unclear.
Going by the dates mentioned in the inscriptions it is as if the emperor in
the course of his reign had switched from inscriptions on rock to those on
pillars. However, as I have tried to show, on closer consideration, the two
sets of edicts appear to be complementary, which suggests that they were
disseminated almost simultaneously from the same centre, the one set to
the edges of the empire, the other to the interior. The Rock Edict series was
thus not engraved before the 26th year, which implies that the compilers
of the series were using old edicts. On closer consideration this conclusion
may apply to the entire corpus. In any case, there is evidence of the editing
of the texts, which can be traced back to the time of their compilation. We
seem to be dealing with old royal missives, which were given a second life in
the inscriptions. This reduces the institution of dhammamah amatas in the
thirteenth year (RE V) or the ban on killing certain animals in the 26 th year
(PE V) to purely historical facts. The inscriptions appear to be monuments
dedicated to a famous emperor from the past.
If the inscriptions are indeed based on a selection made from a corpus of
old missives this assumes a reflection on the part of the compilers of the na¬
ture and style of the original documents, which may well have included the
finding that repetition is not under all circumstances a flaw.
While the majority of edicts may indeed have been based on old letters,
some edicts seem to have been composed specifically for the occasion. Those
edicts which come into consideration for this, such as the two Separate Rock
Edicts and the Seventh Pillar Edict, happen to be marked by a stylistic (or
linguistic) innovation, which seems to set them apart from the other edicts.
The feature in question concerns the use in dependent Why-questions
of
yena instead of kimti. 20 Another edict which might have been composed for
the occasion is the final, fourteenth Rock Edict, which seems to function
like a kind of colophon to the series as a whole. RE XIV does indeed read
ena (enajane tathd patipajeyd) but only in the "original" p 2 versions. In the
supposedly secondary p 1 versions ena has been replaced by more authentic
kimti again.
Above, I have already referred to the curious twist given in RE XIV to
the concept mddhuliya, that is, if we compare it to the definition given in the
Ndtyasdstra. It should be noted, however, that this is not the only feature in
RE XIV which might, retrospectively, be labelled naive. In this connection

20 See H.

Tieken 2003b.
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I would like to draw attention

to two peculiarities in its vocabulary. In the
first place there is the occurrence in sentence C of the Middle Indie word
mahdlaka "old" (see RE V [L]), appearing in a Middle Indie context in the
Sanskrit meaning "great, vast". The second peculiarity concerns the word
nikdya. In C this word, which normally means "group" or "class" (see RE
XII [M]), appears to be used for once in the meaning "much, a lot": ... bahu
ca likhite likhdpayisdmi ceva nikdyam, "I have written much and also in the
future I will (commission to) write much (or: a pile)". In both cases we seem
to be dealing with ad hoc synonyms based on etymological speculation. 21 If
so, one may ask if the fact that the two words occur elsewhere in the corpus
is a coincidence or if the author of the edict in his search for words restricted
himself to the vocabulary of the available corpus. In any case, the words
mahdlaka and nikdya make the same rather clumsy impression, as does the
use of the concept mddhuliya. 22

The Asoka

inscriptions

and the Kavya tradition

If mddhuliya in RE XIV is the Guna mddhurya of the Ndtyasdstra we are
dealing with one of the earliest attestations of a concept of Kävya poetics. 23
As such it raises questions concerning the relationship between Kävya

21 nikäya from ni-ci-.
22 Another, third, instance of clumsiness concerns the instrumentals/adverbs
samkhitena, majhimena, and vithatena in combination with the verb athi in sentence
B: "Sie existiert schon, sei es in mehr oder weniger abgekürzter, sei es in ausführlicher
(Form)" (translation U. Schneider 1978, p. 119).
23 The date of the Nätyasästra is infortunately uncertain. The Junägarh inscription
of Rudradäman of the middle of the second century ad is generally taken to mention the
Gunas of Kävya poetry. The line in question reads as follows (D. C. Sircar 1993, pp. 175180; the reconstruction of the text with the words kävyavidhänapravlne [na] is by G.
Bühler 1890, pp. 53 and 88, note 1): sphutalaghumadhuracitrakäntasabdasamayodärälamkrtagadyapadya[kävyavidhäna-pravlne]na
... mah äks atrape na rudradämnä, "... by
the Mahäksatrapa Rudradäman, who was highly proficient in the composition of Kävya,
both in prose and in metre, which was clear, easy to follow, sweet (madhura), varied,
lovely (känta), lofty (udära) as a result of sabdasamaya (?), and provided with alamkäras."
It should be noted, however, that all we get here is a set of terms, some of which are indeed
later used for Gunas. We lack definitions, except possibly in the case of udära. However,
if sabdasamaya is to be construed directly with udära, the definition does not agree with
any of those found in the later poetical treatises. The absence of definitions is all the more
awkward as we seem to be dealing with rather common characteristics of speech, which
lack specific meanings. Note in this connection the many references collected by V. Raghavan from the epics and later literature to "sweet (madhura) speech (gïh)" or to speech
which is "exalted" (udära) (V. Raghavan 1963, p. 249ff.).
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and inscriptions. G. Bühler in his seminal publication "Die indischen In¬
schriften und das Alter der indischen Kunstpoesie" of 1890 was the first
scholar to draw attention to the fact that inscriptions belong to Kävya as
well. Some inscriptions actually refer to their own texts as kdvyas. 24 Evi¬
dently, it was the same type of poets who were responsible for the inscrip¬
tions as well as the epic Kävya poems. However, the inscriptional evidence
discussed by G. Bühler was not older than the first century ad. One may
now ask if, and if so, to what extent the subsequent situation may be traced
back to inscriptions as early as the Asoka ones. Another question that arises
is how inscriptions and the Kävya tradition have become linked up with
each other.
As to the first question, I think it cannot be ruled out that the later situ¬
ation in inscriptions applies to the earlier Asoka inscriptions as well. In any
case, the Asoka inscriptions are not demonstrably older than the earliest
traces of Kävya. If, as indicated, the Rock and Pillar edicts are compilations
of old letters, we have to distinguish between the original letters and the
inscriptions, in which these letters are, so to speak, recycled. Consequently,
the question of the date of the inscriptions is completely open again. As I
see it, the inscriptions must be later than has been assumed so far. For one
thing, their date can no longer be calculated with reference to Asoka, when¬
ever that emperor may have lived. 25 However, on the basis of the imperial
ambitions evident from the distribution of the Rock Edicts, the inscriptions
must be dated some time before the rise of the Sätavähanas. If so, this does
not necessarily make them older than the first evidence of Kävya poetry,
which consists of stray Sanskrit verses found in the Mahdbhdsya 26 as well
as some verses in Middle Indie dialects engraved on the walls of the caves
in Rämgarh. 27

24 See, e.g., the Allahäbäd Stone Pillar Inscription of Samudragupta, lines 31-32: etac
ca kävyam esäm eva bhattärakapädänäm
däsasya ... harisenasya sarvvabhütahitasukhäyästu, "And may this poetic composition (kävya) of Harisena, the servant of the very
same venerable Bhattdraka
... lead to the welfare and happiness of all beings!" {CII III
[Revised], pp. 203-220; see also G. Bühler
1890, pp. 31-45).
25 The date of Asoka itself is uncertain. It has been calculated on the basis of, among
other things, the Greek kings mentioned in the edicts. However, in the identification of
these kings those who lived before or after the third century bc were for some reason
ignored. In addition to that, it is highly unlikely that the knowledge of the western world
evinced in the inscriptions was available in India before Alexander's campaign in India in
327-324 bc.
26 F. Kielhorn
1885.
27 H.Falk
1991.
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Another point to be mentioned here concerns the language of the Asoka
inscriptions. One of the main characteristics of later Kävya literature is its
language, Sanskrit. Kävya literature is primarily the domain of - Päninian Sanskrit. 28 It is virtually synonymous with that type of Sanskrit, present¬
ing us with a skilful exploitation of its linguistic possibilities. The Asoka
inscriptions are clearly not in Sanskrit and the first explicit evidence of
Sanskrit in its role as the language for public documents dates after the
Asoka inscriptions. 29 However, while the original missives used in the
inscriptions do not show any direct influence of Sanskrit, there are some
indications to suggest that the persons who were responsible for the com¬
pilation of the texts of the inscriptions did compare the language of the let¬
ters with Sanskrit. Take, for instance, the use of Why-questions introduced
by (y)ena instead of those introduced by kimti in edicts which may have
been added only secondarily or composed for the occasion. This use of the
(y)ena construction could be a case of the interference of other styles or of
other vernaculars. However, it could equally well be an instance testifying
to the influence of Sanskrit. The same question applies to the use, referred
to above, of the Middle Indie word mahdlaka "old" in the meaning "vast",
which meaning is strange starting from another eastern dialect such as, for
instance, Pali.
On closer consideration neither the date nor the dialect of the inscriptions
seem to argue against simultaneous existence of the Asoka inscriptions and
Kävya, or rather, the presence of Kävya poets or their predecessors at the
court which was responsible for the Asoka inscriptions. The fact that in the
inscriptions typical features of Kävya are absent 30 is irrelevant here, as the
compilers did not compose their own text but carefully pieced one together
on the basis of a selection from old royal missives. On the other hand, when
we look at the inscriptions as objects the picture may change again. With the
inscriptions we are no longer dealing with practical bureaucratic documents
28 One of the earliest Kävya inscriptions discussed by G. Bühler 1890 is the one by
the Sätavähana king Siri-Pulumäyi. Like all Sätavähana inscriptions it is in Prakrit. How¬
ever, as pointed out by E. Senart 1892, esp. pp. 258-261 we are dealing with a language
just as artificial as Sanskrit. As subsequently argued by S. Levi 1902, pp. 112-113, we are
actually dealing with Sanskrit scrambled for the use in profane documents.
29 The earliest direct evidence so far for Sanskrit as a language for public documents,
apart from the Junägarh inscription of Rudradäman already referred to in note 23, consists
of a few brief inscriptions dated in the first century bc (see R. Salomon 1998, p. 86fT.). It
remains to be seen, however, if these inscriptions may be considered public rather than
private documents.
30 Note, however, the word play in Pillar Edict IV, with lamghamti in F being taken up
by ca[m]ghamti in H (see E. Hultzsch 1925, p. 123).
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but with monuments dedicated to a predecessor of the ruling king. In this
respect they resemble later developments in Sanskrit inscriptions. I refer
here in particular to the Allahabad pillar with its fictional Sanskrit Kävya
poem inscribed on it, which describes the pillar as Earth's raised arm pro¬
claiming King Samudragupta's fame. 31

The original

milieu of the Kävya tradition

The presence of Kävya poets at the courts is taken more or less for granted.
Another question, however, is how the Kävya tradition came to be practised
there. Or, to put it differently, whether with Kävya we are dealing with an
external, independent science which through its epic poems has managed
to secure a position at the courts and whose practitioners subsequently
usurped the function of scribe or with a by-product of the art of writing
royal missives. In what follows I would like to discuss two points which
might be relevant in this connection. 32
The first point to be noted concerns the written nature of Kävya. While
the Sanskrit epics pay lip-service to a tradition of oral, on-the-spot com¬
position, a Kävya poem is a complicated, carefully constructed piece of art.
It is learned poetry, in which the author shows off his knowledge of gram¬
mar, poetics, metres and whichever other sciences may have been relevant.
As a result, reading Kävya is often like solving riddles. In this connec¬
tion I need only to refer to verses 33 and 34 from canto II of Asvaghosa's
Saundarananda,
in which the form adïdapat occurs four times, namely
as the reduplicated aorist of dä "to give", dä "to cut", dä "to purify" and
dl "to destroy" respectively. Another aspect of the complex style (or syn¬
tax) of Kävya are long sentences. These may consist of strings of verses
describing one and the same concept (see Kumärasambhava
1.1-17) or
- especially in prose - compound after compound specifying one and the
same noun (examples abound in, for instance, Bäna's Kddambarï).
Other
typical Kävya features are found in the vocabulary (pratispardhin
"vying
with" used in the meaning "like") and the attempts at circumscription.
An
interesting example of circumscription,
already referred to by L. Renou,
is Kirdtdrjunïya
3.62, in which a man is praised by saying that while

31 C//III,

no. 1.

32 In what follows I do not take into account the evidence of the epistolary literature
as known from the Buddhists, as the available evidence seems to be later than the period
considered here (O. von Hinüber 1996, pp. 202-205).
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enumerating excellent men the finger did not move any further after hav¬
ing counted him. 33
While in the course of the history of Sanskrit literature pandits may have
managed to learn by heart whole epic Kävya poems, it is not at all certain
if these compositions were produced on the spot and if they were meant to
be fully understood after one recitation or quick reading only. As I see it,
one may rightly ask if we do not have to do with a written literature instead,
which requires a slow and careful reading with the possibility to go back and
forth over the text repeatedly.
As far as I know, the question if Kävya is a written literature has never
been explicitly dealt with before. A complicating factor in this is no doubt
formed by the existence of Sanskrit drama, which implies immediate com¬
prehension of the text (script) during the performance. However, was San¬
skrit drama indeed meant to be performed? In this connection I would like
to refer my study of the pürvarañga, or prologue, in Sanskrit drama. 34 In
this article I have suggested that one of the functions of the purvaranga was
to inform the reader of the fact that the text he was going to read was not
an ordinary text but a play. If this was indeed the case, this implies that the
tradition to which the texts of Sanskrit plays which we now have belong, is a
purely literary tradition, rather than one concerned with performance. The
texts were not scripts intended to be performed but texts to be read at leisure.
This is not to deny the existence in ancient India of traditions of dramatic
and dance performances. The point is that there does not seem to be hard
and fast evidence of a performance tradition of Sanskrit drama, at least for
the older period, 35 despite the impression given by the Nätyasästra.
Kävya is a literature exploiting, apart from anything else, the possibilities
offered by writing itself, writing providing the time to plan, on the part of
the author, and the time to study, on the part of the reader. As such Kävya
presupposes a serious writing culture. 36 That is to say, it could only have de¬
veloped in a milieu which was (already) familiar with writing and which was

33 L.RENOul959,p.
34 H. Tieken 2002.

3.

35 Apparently, at a certain point in time Sanskrit dramatic texts came to be performed,
as is shown by the so-called Trivandrum Sanskrit plays, which have come down to us as
part of the repertory of Kütiyättam acting groups. Earlier evidence may be found in the
Kuttammata
(eighth century), which reports the performance of Harsa's Ratnâvalï (see
H. Tieken 1993).
36 I have used the expression "serious writing culture" in order to exclude writing used
for such things as marking ownership (grafitti) or shopping lists. I am concerned in par¬
ticular with writing as an organized activity.
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subsequently not adverse to making learned experiments. This leads us back
to the royal chancery as the possible or most likely cradle of Kävya.
In the second place I would like to draw attention to the highly convo¬
luted style of Kävya. Whatever else, Kävya shows an overriding concern
for the way in which the message is phrased. It might of course be argued
that this was merely the outcome of centuries of poetic activity which goes
back to the epics or the Vedic hymns. On the other hand, the royal chancery
seems to provide what may be called a natural context for the development
of this kind of style. Given the important role letters played in the adminis¬
tration of the realm and the contacts with local administrators far removed
from the centre, the way things are put is almost as important as the things
themselves. The letters should be clear and, what is even more important,
should not cause unnecessary annoyance and ideally make the readers carry
out the instructions contained in them. 37
The Arthasdstra has in fact preserved in 2.10 a small treatise on royal
edicts, which shows that already quite early the writing of diplomatic let¬
ters was considered an art in itself. 38 Besides many other details concerning
the contents and format of the edicts, the Arthasdstra (2.10) also contains
lists enumerating the possible merits (lekhasampat) and flaws (lekhadosdh)
of dispatches. Interestingly,
in the list of merits given in 2.10.6-12
(arthakramah sambandhah paripürnatd mddhuryam auddryam spastatvam
iti lekhasampat) we come across several terms which we find later in con¬
nection with the Gunas as well. Thus, as we have seen, the terms mddhurya
and auddrya also occur in the list of the Gunas, and spastatva could well be
a synonym oiprasdda. In the corresponding list of flaws that might vitiate
a royal letter, found in Arthasdstra 2.10.57-62, we come across akdnti, or
"the absence of kdnti\ a term otherwise in use as a Guna as well. 39 However,
while as far as the terms are concerned the agreement with the Gunas is strik¬
ing, when we turn to the definitions there is no question of any agreement.
Thus, while in, for instance, Ndtyasdstra XVI 112 kdnti is defined as the de¬
scription of pleasing images, in Arthasdstra 2.10.58 akdnti is taken to refer to
the ugly appearance of a letter due to, among other things, an uneven hand

37 The letters were most likely delivered in person by messengers. One of the tasks of
these messengers must have been to decide on the spot if it was wise to hand over the letter
at all. What further role they may have had in connection with the text and contents of the
letters requires further investigation.
38 The passage has been dealt with in detail by H. Scharfe
1993, pp. 60-66.
39 The list of flaws furthermore includes vydghdta,punarukta,
apasabda, and s amp lav a.
Of these punarukta
"needless repetition" and apasabda "wrong word-formation"
are
found in the standard lists of Dosas in the Ndtyasdstra and Kdvyddarsa as well.
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of writing (tatra kälapattrakam
acdruvisamavirdgdksaratvam
akdntih).
The Arthasdstra definitions of the lekhasampats mddhurya, auddrya and
spastatva are likewise difficult to match with those of the Gunas so named.
For instance, mddhurya as a lekhasampat involves the use of easy and lovelyexpressions (sukhopanïtacdrvarthasabddbhidhdnam
mddhuryam, 2.10.10),
auddrya, or the presentation of miraculous scenes (see Ndtyasdtra XVI
110-111), the use of polite expressions (agrdmyasabddbhidhdnam
auddryam,
2.10.11), and spastatva, if the same asprasdda, or ellipsis (see above), the use
of common, well-known words (pratïtasabdaprayogah
spastatvam, 2.10.12).
In this respect we have here the same situation as met with in the later poeti¬
cal treatises, which show different definitions for one and the same Guna.
This concern of the scribes for the format and the verbal contents of the
royal dispatches is to a certain extent anticipated by their predecessors, the
messengers, or dütas, 40 who according to Mdnavadharmasdstra
VII 64, be¬
sides knowing what to say when and where (desakdlavit), had to be vdgmin,
or "eloquent". 41

40 In this connection I would like to draw attention to a passage from the Mahäbhärata
which seems to show that repetition, or saying things again and again, is typically part of
the "rhetoric" of the messenger. The passage in question, Mahäbhärata
1.38, deals with a
young ascetic, Srrigin, who had cursed king Pariksit for having placed a dead snake on his
father Samïka's shoulder. Within seven days Pariksit will be killed by the snake Taksaka.
Samïka reprimands his son for having acted too rashly. Unfortunately,
the curse cannot
be withdrawn. Therefore Samïka decides to send a pupil as a messenger to warn Pariksit
against Taksaka. The pupil is properly instructed by Samïka in what to say (samdisya
kusalaprasnam
käryavrttäntam
eva ca, v. 14). The reception of the messenger by king
Pariksit is a formal affair. Thus, it takes place in the sabhä, where the king is accompanied
by his advisors (mantrisamnidhau
v. 16). The messenger is properly announced by the
doorkeepers (dvähsthair niveditah), honoured (pujitah, v. 15), and allowed to take a rest
(parisränto, v. 16) before addressing the king and the mantrins. After that he addresses
Pariksit, informing him of the curse: "within seven days Taksaka will be your death"
(taksakah saptarätrena mrtyus te vai bhavisyati, v. 19). The next passage of the message
is interesting, for the pupil is reported to have said "again and again (sic) [to Pariksit]:
protect yourself against him'" (tatra raksäm kurusveti punah punar athâbravït, v. 20).
The reason for this "repetition" seems obvious: it is meant to convey an idea of urgency. It
is also meant to express the anxiety on the part of the messenger or his guru Samïka that
Pariksit takes the necessary precautions against Taksaka's attack.
41 Mänavadharmasästra
VII 64: anuraktah
sucir daksah smrtimän
desakälavit
/
vapusmän vïtabhïr vâgmï düto räjnah prasasyate, "(Such) an ambassador is commended
to a king (who is) loyal, honest, skilful, possessing a good memory, who knows the
(proper) place and time (for action, who is) handsome, fearless and eloquent" (G. Bühler
1886, p. 226).
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Some conclusions
I do not want to force the issue of which developed out of which, Kävya
out of the art of writing diplomatic records or, vice versa, the art of writ¬
ing diplomatic letters out of Kävya. However, the first evidence of a serious,
organized writing culture consists of edicts issued from the royal chancer¬
ies. In the case of fictional literature the use of writing is not self-evident.
Furthermore, the specific direction taken by Kävya in its poetics might be
explained as an elaboration of the art of writing letters, with its concern for
saying things diplomatically. On the basis of these points it is tempting to
suggest that Kävya developed in the margin of the activity of writing royal
edicts. The alternative scenario of independent origination of the art of writ¬
ing letters and Kävya is in any case less economical.
An entirely different question is what may have made the scribes em¬
ployed in the royal chanceries start to write epic and mythological "fiction",
as their foremost task was to write diplomatic letters. One of the reasons one
might think of was that they did so as an intellectual exercise. They wrote
poetry in order to practice their skills and to explore the limits of their art,
or, what practically comes to the same thing, to give evidence of their profi¬
ciency. What they produced were basically so-called occasional texts, which
as such were not considered important enough to keep and transmit. These
compositions had in the first place been aimed at the small circle formed by
the scribes themselves and possibly those who were entrusted with the ap¬
pointments of the scribes. Apart from anything else, this would also account
for the character and subsequent history of Kävya, which was a literature by
and for a small group of like-minded connoisseurs and has been the field for
learned experiments.
This tentative scenario might also help us to understand the awkward gap
in the subsequent history of Kävya between Asvaghosa and Kälidäsa. For
all we know, Asvaghosa (first century) provides the very first evidence of
writing literary Kävya texts as an activity in its own right. Or else, he sim¬
ply was the first author whose compositions were considered worthwhile to
preserve and transmit. Kälidäsa, who is generally dated in the fifth century,
does mention several predecessors, but these need not have been very much
older than he was himself. The absence, or rareness, of Kävya poems during
this period - and the same applies to inscriptions - could be accounted for
by referring to the desires or the possibilities of the royal houses to entertain
an active culture policy involving public poetry in Sanskrit. Even so, the
real question is how the art of Kävya managed to survive during these four
intermediate centuries. We could now argue that it was simply never absent.
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It was there in the royal chanceries as part of the training of prospective
scribes. For, even if between the first and fifth centuries no (or hardly any)
public inscriptions and Kävya poems were produced, the writing of official
documents continued, and with that, the development of the art and the
examination of its practitioners. When in the fifth century the Guptas tried
to revive, or establish, a "classical" literary tradition, they did not have to
look very far for poets who were able to write in that vein. The poets had, so
to speak, been living under one roof with them from the beginning. It could
thus have been the chanceries and their scribes who account for the continu¬
ity in the otherwise chequered early history of Kävya.
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